**DuroZone**

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:** Concealed Ceiling Box for Gear Actuated Cable Operated Dampers

**CAUTION:** Prior to any drilling, be sure to turn off all incoming power. Use proper safety equipment: goggles, gloves and ear protection.

**Step 1:** Remove but **DO NOT** discard the **Mounting Nut**. Remove and discard the **Angle Bracket**.

**Step 2:** Insert the **Gear Mechanism** into the **Rear Mounting Plate** as shown. Using a 5/8” Wrench or Deep Socket, secure it with the **Mounting Nut** from **Step-1**.

**Step 3:** Secure the **Gear Mechanism Assembly** to the **Housing** using the supplied hardware as shown (**Pan-Head Screws and Nylon Hex Nuts**). **NOTE:** The orientation of the **Gear Mechanism Assembly** may be rotated 90° depending on your available clearance. Secure the **Housing** in place, then secure the **Cover Plate** to the **Housing** using the **Flat Head Screws** also supplied. (Mounting hardware for the **Housing** is not Supplied).

**Step 4:** Adjusting the **Damper Blade** “Open” or “Closed” (depending on the starting orientation of the **Damper Blade**): Using a **1/4” Socket** or a **Flat Screwdriver**, rotate the **Gear Mechanism Shaft CW** or **CCW** to the desired position. **DO NOT OVER-ROTYPE THE GEAR MECHANISM.**
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